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About This Game

Once upon a time, the kingdom was a land of peace, harmony, and an all-consuming passion for the greatest sport - GOLF.
Everyone in the land played day and night, and soon the kingdom itself was turned into the most beautiful course the world had

ever seen. The land was happy. The land was good.

Until the monsters came...

In its obsession with golf, the people had become complacent, leaving the kingdom open to attack. Hole by hole, dungeon by
dungeon, the monsters emerged and drove the people off the course. And a great sadness fell across the world.

Then one day, a brave girl appeared, determined to play the finest course in the world. Armed only with her golf club, she would
set forth to play the nine legendary holes. But first, she would need to rid the land of the monsters...

RPGolf is an exciting blend of classic JRPG with 8-bit golf. Relive the nostalgia of the classic gaming age, but in an exciting
new mash-up that combines the best of both worlds.

Key features include:
* Retro gaming graphics to transport you back to the 80s.

* Simple, intuitive controls enable you to battle, golf, and explore the world.
* 9 holes of golf, ready to be discovered across the world map.

* Dungeons filled with treasure and danger!
* Deadly boss fights.
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RPGolf seamlessly blends golf and RPG into one addicitve game. Battling monsters will level you up, allowing you to hit the
ball further. Discovering new clubs and gloves scattered around the world will improve your golf game, and also give you the
edge in combat. By blending 2 game styles together, RPGolf creates a brand-new take on both, unlike anything seen before.
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Title: RPGolf
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, RPG, Sports
Developer:
ArticNet
Publisher:
Chorus Worldwide Games Limited
Release Date: 9 May, 2018
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English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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time too upgrade my oc
got too much lag..
also lan support :3
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1128403008
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1128402926
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1128402976. Amazing game. Highly recommend it. Just hoped that
more people played it.. Despite the good gameplay of the first game, vacation simulator feels more like hand holding simulator.
I would only recommend this to people who are new to vr and want a fun (and very short) experience. But for someone who
likes sandbox type games this is too canned for what it could be.. very fun and addictive game. I really enjoyed this game!
Calming music and just an overall neat find! make more levels. Smexy new batmobile and a smexy robin.. Bad graphics, bad/no
Animations, several bugs including jumping on walls/lamposts and can't be medic, very basic, can't use my engineers grenade
launcher, friends list has upsidedown profile pics and says they are playing: anygame

+Basic=Fast Load, has potential, has trading cards. I still had fun playing it despite all the negatives.

Add features in the trailer/pictures such as more weapons, better animations, fix the bugs, make a way to get mote ammo, add
crates (as you have things mentioning them such as a picture of a chest and one of a key and maybe also an option to crouch and
engineery thing for the engineer.

:theredstar: :medicon:

. THIS GAME IS PRETTY GLICHY FOR MACS!!!!
I Would Recomend It If the idiots who created it could fix it and please add more graphical settings i dont want to see particals
or head bobbing.
PLUS THEUR IS A FLYING GLICH. Having played for half an hour I got to the 4th level of the 1st chapter. My experience so
far:

This is a game that is easy to learn, but very hard to master: the levels are easy, but the challenges are hard.

The physicsengine in this game works very well and adds to the overall feeling of destruction. Seeing contructions
tumbling down and sending the supercharged ball through it feels very satisfying.
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The artstyle and level design give off a steampunk Borderlands-feel by having thick black edges and iron everywhere.
Since it's still in Early Acces some options and features are not present in this build (V-sync, controller support), only
basic ones like volume and resolution setting are present at the moment.

The first level alone adds interesting and new mechanics and to the classic Breakout mechanic, so I'm very excited to see
what future updates bring to this game.. Good joke of a game
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My Video Review
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9cvqJeEGoN8

Pros
- The Premise for the Game is Awesome. We need a Game like this
- It turns off correctly
- My Officer Character looks like Chubbs from Happy Gilmore

Cons
- Absolutely Too Early for Steam Early Access. Game is basically a Proof of Concept.
- Being created by 1 person. A Massive Open World Sandbox. 1 person. 0.o
- He is coding his own Engine as well, which is going to increase Development time
- $17.00 Canadian. 0.o. Ah Darkstone. I remember playing it back in the day. It actually hasn't run properly when I was on Win
7, but after changing my rig not so long ago I rebooted it today (on Win 10), and it works just fine. I recommend this game not
only for nostalgic reasons. Although the graphics do seem to show its age, the game is really nice and worth picking up by any
Action RPG fan.. cool racing game.... 10\/10, its showing its age but for the price as Furry said for the price of a drink and a
butty.. Man did i try so hard trying to like this game. Its just so restrictive in gameplay in an attempt to make each faction feel
different than the others that it takes all the fun and customization out of the game. It works though, the factions play and feel
very different from one another but the end result is too narrow and unbalanced to enjoy. Even the weapon choices are
narrowed down to 3 or so per faction. Unless i am missing something here i just cant recommend this game.. Snow White
Solitaire - Legacy of Dwarves has beautiful artwork similar to the first installment in the Snow White series. The music is the
same. You play solitaire and solve a jigsaw or hidden object puzzle now and then. The story is told through occasional dialogue
between the characters. Sounds mellow and relaxing, right?

Well, I find this game really frustrating for one simple reason. There is a mechanic that requires you to get at least one star on
each level to progress. This means you have to leave no more than 2 cards on every level. Some of the levels are really difficult
with small drawdecks. Replaying them over and over again disrupts the gameflow. When you do finally beat them, there is no
sense of accomplishment. Merely a sense that "I got lucky that time."

6 hours in, I haven't bought a single amulet to upgrade my power-ups, as I spend all my gold on Wild Cards to advance the story.

Emerland Solitaire had a similar mechanic, but they were really even-handed about it. You had to get half the layouts perfect in
each chapter to get perfect for that chapter. Instead of needing to one-star every level, maybe the devs could set it that we need
to get 6\/12 stars per area? Alternately, just remove this mechanic altogether or create a casual mode where it is not a factor.

If it wasn't for this one single thing (which completely undermines my enjoyment of this game), I would wholeheartedly
recommend Snow White - Legacy of Dwarves.
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